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The largest amphibious undercarriage we have
designed and built to-date. This is a purposed built
machine for a special application in swampy work
environment. The picture shown below is not the
final product, however, it provide a glimpse on the
massive size of this undercarriage.

34m Ultra High
Demolition Excavator
2020 has been a busy and exciting year for EIK. we
revamped the amphibious excavator product line, launched
new amphibious undercarriage models (AM70 and AM600),
upgraded manufacturing equipment and modernised our
production lines.
We are particularly pleased with the performance of the
34m ultra-high-reach demolition boom, a joint development
effort with a customer. The machine was put through field
testing and successfully completed a number of demolition
projects, all on schedule. We also tested it in a shorter
configuration with an 8-tonne shear attachment, and the
result exceeded expectations by a comfortable margin.

The undercarriage is designed with a our renown
patented “multi-synchronous drive’ system and
powered by Cat C18 engine. Stay tune.

New Patent Filed
EIK has filed another patent in relation to the
amphibious undercarriage product. Our relentless
pursuit in providing customers with industry
leading products has had not any moment of
pause since we were awarded with the “multisynchronous drive” system. Stay tune for more
updates in due course.

Charity Work Continues

Fully modular in design, the joints are fitted with hydraulicoperated pins. Assembly and disassembly becomes a breeze,
saving time, cost and manpower. One best appreciates the
convenience of the hydraulic pins especially when carrying
demolition works in busy town areas. Every minute saved on
assembly and disassembly translates into productivity gains
for the many who have to put up with disruption to their
routine.
What can be more rewarding than a big smile on a happy
customer?

www.eikengineering.com

We continue to carry out charity programme in
spite of the pandemic; however, rest assured that
we strictly observe health and safety guidelines.
More businesses are struggling to stay afloat than
those that thrive in 2020, and we are fortunate to
be able to fulfill our pledges and commitments to
the underprivileged during this tumultuous
period. Although we were forced to cancel the
annual charity golf tournament twice, fulfilling
social responsibility comes in many forms. We are
glad to extend our helping hands when needed
most. Please check out the charity video here ☺.

